
Putting the human touch back at the 
heart of fundraising 

 



Some questions 



The problem 

Many donors have fallen out of love with charities 
 

They regard us as distant, faceless and not connected to their 
values anymore  
 

See comments on: London offices, CEO salaries, admin levels… 

 



Why? 

Tough growth targets in an ultra-mature market 
 

Digital made communication cheap and easy but some human 
engagement was lost along the way 
 

Some poor execution; chasing income trumped donor experience 

 



Charities need to bring back the human touch! 
 

1. Understand supporters properly  

2. Communicate to them appropriately (this is more than 
obtaining consent!)  

3. Tell stories about people – what has changed for the better? 

 

The solution 



1. Understanding donors properly 



1. Understanding donors properly 

Ask the right questions 

1. Who are they – gender, age / 
life stage, relationship status, 
employment type, location? 

2. How did they hear about us? 

3. What connects them to the 
cause? 

4. What parts of your work are 
they interested in? 

 



2. Truly great integrated communications 

In fundraising language this means building great supporter 
journeys 

These will be multi-channel – so should have a mix of digital and 
human interactions 

They should also have a mix of automated and proactive 

 



A  simple supporter journey  



Think of little ways to reintroduce the human touch such as  
thanking days and videos from beneficiaries  
 

Authenticity trumps slickness!  

 

2. Truly great integrated communications 



3. Talk about people 

People want to help others 
 

The charity is just a vehicle 
 

Frame the ask as: ‘We need 
to do x and that costs £n’ 
 

Regularly report back on 
the difference you are 
making 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Talk about people 

To talk about people 
properly you need two 
things: 

1. An authentic and 
compelling case for 
support 

2. The ability to report 
back to supporters 
on what their money 
has achieved 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case for support 

Need Solution Why us? Outcomes 

          Feedback on outcomes 

         Finance + programmes / services   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Making this stick 

More than just financial targets: 

 

1. How well have we understood donors motivations? 

2. Do we have great integrated supporter journeys or are they just 
‘okay’? 

3. Do we have some small ‘human touch’ activities like thanking days 
planned in? 

4. Do we have a strong case for support that is all about changing 
people’s lives for the better? 

5. Do we have a robust way of reporting back on what our 
supporters money has achieved? 

 



If we do this… 

…then we will have: 
 

Improved supporter retention 
 

Maxmimum value – the more 
human we appear the more the 
supporter will want to give 
 

Amplified message – supporters 
who love you will tell others what 
a great charity you are 

 

 

Improved 
loyalty 

Maximum 
value 

Word of 
mouth 





Email: grahame@thinkcs.org 

Twitter: @grahamedarnell 
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